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‘The events in Coalisland and
Derry in recent months have
brought to media attention
the continued problem of
security force harassment.
The situation was brought
to a head after the injury
of a Para in a landmine
attack, this nreceeded a
dramatic escalation in
attacks by the Para's on
local communities.
The incidents in Coalisland
where Parats sealed off the
town centre before going on
a rampage were portrayed as
‘one off incidents‘ and
revenge attacks on IRA sym-
pathisers. The reality
however, is quite differ-
ent. These attacks are a
part of a systematic camp-
aign of harassment and
intimidation by security
forces on local nationalist
communities.
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Trades Council and various
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Residents in the Shantallow
area of Derry took the full
force of the next attack by
British security forces on
our class. Several people
were badly beaten by troops
using rifle butts, batons,
fists as well as being head-
butted by helmetted thugs.
Local MP8 and councillors,
churchleaders and the SDLP
mayor of Derry were soon
vying with each other in
"condemnation of the attacks,
and meeting with local heads
of the ‘security’ forces in
an attempt to dissapate
working-class anger.
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Protest
A protest march and rally
was well supported by the
loacl community in Derry.
Unsurprisingly the organisers
who included Sinn Fein, the

I chaos of capitalism
Northern Ireland’s IndustrialDevel-
opment Board had a goal ofcreating
1,800 new jobs last year. They cre- y
atedjust44! Theyspentalmost£150
million doing it. That’s an amazing
£1-3.4 million per job.

In the South the Industrial Develop-
ment Authority created just 7,000
net new jobs in the 10 years from
1981 to 1990, just 700 per year.
According the Departmentof In-
dustry and Commerce the real costof
each one of these jobs, when tax re-
liefs are taken into consideration,
could be over £500,000. That added
up to s4,sso,ooo,ooo.-
miw. are ..1.-1” i{15§{£hé base B ...
hatter‘ suited to running things than
are w¢rkei@a.o lt’s true, but only ifwe
are talking about their ability to put
our money in their pockets!

The opposite article was<IIII
reprinted from Workers Solid-
arity. "

trickle down
Remember Thatcher, remember
monetarism ? Then you'll
remember (possibly) the
theory of economic 'trickle
down‘, well? It is sup-
posed to mean that entre-
preneurs (those with all the
go, the spirit, the ability
to make vast amounts of
money, the resources to
exploit yhe people and
resources of the world) can
do their stuff unchecked.
Ten it means that the vast
amounts of money they create
will eventually ‘trickle
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leftists could only call for
yet another independent (sic)
inquiry into the attacks.
But ‘independent inquiry‘
pending or otherwise, Army
and RUC harassment has cont-
inued and shows signs of - ~,
intensifying rather than
abating. As Anarchists we
lock to our working class
ccmunities organising them-
selves against state violence
as the only alternative. We
can't rely upon the local
state machine, ‘elected rep-
resentatives’ or unelected
paramilitary ‘representatives
to defend us.

Longterm
' 

In the long term there is
only one solution - the
smashing of the state, and
its replacement with working
class power. This will only
be achieved by forging
solidarity and the will to
fight amongst our class.
There is no truce in the
class war. The answer to
state violence and state
control is continual and
widening working class stru-
ggle for Social Revolution
and Libertarian Communism!

down‘ to the bottom of the
economic ladder. well,
surprise surprise, it doesn't
"work (or if your rich it
does). on a global scale
the richest 20% of the world
gain 82.7% of the worlds
wealth, while the poorest
20% have only l.¢%. It just
goes to show you that cap-
italism still works, for the
rich that is. Isn't it time
a bit of levelling was done?



EDITOR! L
.At the time of writing the
‘talks’ are still progressing.
Bishops, Cardinals, the odd
minister and even God itself
are urging our political
representatives to go that
last mile for peace. The
media are having the time of
their lives, this being an
historical presedent. When
was the last time Paisley had
talks with those in power in
the South (apart from Gay
Byrne)? The answer is never.
So in this respect at least
the talks could be described
as momentous.

But, back to earth. What are
-our ‘representatives really up
to ad why? Certainly there
is the pressure of Public
opinion pshing them to
negotiations, but negotiations
for what? In reality very
little can come of these talks
As far as the unionists are
concerned it is just a way of
renegotiating the Anglo-Irish
Deal, after which they will
force the collapse of the talk
talks through intransigence
without, they hope, loosing
face or making concessions to
either the SDLP‘or the Irish
government.

COSMETIC_____,r____
The talks are purely cosmetic,
designed to paper over the
cracks in the northern state,
not to radically alter it.
The only people with anything
to gain are the governments
and political leaders whose
livelihood depends on division
and sectarianism. The  
statelet of ‘Northern Ireland‘
really does have to be ignored
to be believed. Any
questioning of it, questions
its valdity. The principles
upon which it was formed of a
‘protestant state for a
protestant people‘ are still
alive in the minds of the
majority of the population.

As long as the situation
exists, where a section of
the population is allowed to

here to now ? Talks ?
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exercise its ‘right‘ to veto D able reaction, has not
discussions and set the
agenda on which talks take
place because of its ‘loyalty‘
to the British Crown (what-
ever that might mean), then
talks will mean nothing. The
situation in the north of
Ireland will continue as long
as the union exists. The
union creates the climate for
sectarianism. This is a
‘protestant state‘ linked to
Britain and sustained by
British cash, ‘secured‘ by
British troops. Until that
situation changes, the
‘Troubles‘ will continue as
will futile cosmetic talks.

M|M|BlllST§
So where do we go from here?
‘organise‘ are Anarchists, we
believe that no state has the
right to discriminate against
one section of the communityy
while offering the other
section marginal privilages
in order to divide and rule
the working class. Effective-
ly that has been the root of
the conflict in Ireland. The
‘Troubles‘ are not a religious
conflict they are a conflict
over economic and social
discrimination. Religion just
happens to be the line on
which that division is drawn.

we believe that while the
state that produced this
conflict remains in Ireland,
then so will sectarianism and
discrimination and therefore,
so will the desire to remove
the state through ‘armed
struggle‘. The IRA did not
start the conflict, they were
a communities response to ’
decades of direct institution-
alised discrimination. when
the catholic working class
tried to redress the situation
through peaceful protest they
were attacked by the Unionist
state. The Troubles were
inevitable.

The armed struggle, while
inevitable and an understand-

achieved its stated aims, of
removing the British state
from the north of Ireland.
It hasn't even managed to
advance the situation. The
British state has managed to
contain the situation, it has
to an extent managed to
neutralise the political
success of Sinn Fein through
the media ban. The fortifi-
cation of Ulster continues
unabated, troop levels have
remained constant. The
British state does not fear
guerilla war waged by a small
armed group acting on ‘behalf
of a community. ‘What it
really fears are the actions
of the community itself.

S0llTl'l AFRICA
In South Africa it wasn't the 

.ANC‘s armed struggle that
brought the top SA industrial-
ists running to the townships
in search of a settlement. It
was the mass actions of the
organised working class throug
strikes and boycotts that pan-
icked the ruling class. The
release then of Mandela was no
surprise, the government neede
someone they could negotiate
with, a figure that could
assume the role of a leader an-
put the struggle back in the
hands of an identifiable party
or individual rather than the
workers themselves (a role
Adams could find himself com-
fortable in one day, if not
already).

It must be the task of the
working class in Ireland to  
remove the British state frqh
the north of Ireland. The
struggle must now be waged on
all levels, north and south.
Workers must realise the
economic consequences of
partition, unemployment is
just one factor, low pay,
poverty and lack of organis-
ation are others. Partition
means Ireland has among the
highest poverty rates in the
EC. This is one issue which
can be addressed to all
workers, catholic, protestant,
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~and dissenter. However few '
protestant workers can accept
that their interests lie with
their class and not their
'state‘. ‘We must accept that
workers unity is an uphill
struggle and cannot be fully
addressed until the ending of
partition. However only by
broadening the struggle will
there be any chance of
attracting protestant workers.

Although it would be wrong to
label all (IRA actions as
sectarian, some are, and most
are percieved as such by
protestant workers. The
repblican movement accept
this to a large degree, but
in reality is incapable of
addressing this issue fully,
tied as they are to the notion
of ‘national unity‘ at any
cost. Republicans believe in
the nation state, not a free
workers society. As Gerry
Adams said in his book, ‘The
Politics Of Irish Freedom‘...
...‘Socia1ism is not on the
immediate political agenda‘.
we believe it must be. The
struggle for the removal of
the British state must be
the British state and a
unified working class must be
reclaimed by our class. It
must move into the workplace,
the union branch, to the
streets and estates. It will
be the resolve of the Irish
working class to end partion
that will succeed, governments
know this, they have spent
years tring to beat resistance
off the streets. The Provo's
and Sinn Fein they can control
tie ORGANISED womonc CLASS
t qycanfiu

Ml/RR/I VS FREE!
been freed after 16 years in
prison. International press-
ure got the origonal death
sentences commuted to life in.
1976.

Organise extends their Solid-
arity to them and we wish them
all the best for the future.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Noel and Marie Murray have

A BA month survey by
the Police Federation
has shown that 800
officers have been
intimidated, some of
whom have already
retired. Police and
their families have
had to leave home at
as little as a few
hours notice and Sam
Beattie (Chairman of
the Police Federation)
has also condemed the
insensitivity of the
agencies set up to
deal with these
incidents.
A figure of 800 police
intimidated between
January 1988 and
October 1990 can only
be greeted gladly.
Beattie called for;
"an assurance that an
officer who becomes a
victim of paramilitary
threat does not also
become a victim of the
bureacracy of those
who should be on his
side,"
A typically one sided
sense of justice from
the Police Fed. chief.
What assurances have
the innocent victims
of our paramilitary
RUC ever had? Any
suffering by the RUC
at the hands of
government bureacracy
cannot be anything
when compared to the
harassment and injust-
ice suffered by the
working class for as
long as govrnment has
operated.
We offer no sympathy,
we only wish Sam and
his colleagues more of
the same!

Wleanwhile
Meanwhile cases to
the Independent (sic)
Commission for Police
Complaints are up by
25%.

 __g P ICTI

Of the 2,530 new
cases 20% where later
dropped and 39%
granted dispensation
because those making
complaints refused to
co-operate with the
investigation. This
refusal to co-operate
is hardly surprising
given the commissions
history and the fact
that only 8% of cases
resulted in any
action being taken,
often ‘informal
disciplinary action‘,
ie; a good ticking
off (at most). Out
of the 2530 cases
only 27 formal .
charges were brought
against 22 cops.
The allegations
brought against the
police included 696 -
assaults, 324
incidents of 'inciv-
ility', 199 of
'irregularity'in
police proceedures,
137 incidents of
harassment and 98
unlawful arrests!
After all this the
Commission has the
cheek to claim the
increase in complaint
is evidence of grow-
eing trust in the bod»
More obviously it
reflects an increase
in police harassment
of working class
people (the middle
and upper classe are
seldom if ever the
victims of the RUC).
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LOWER ORMEAU
A comauum

UNDER y SEIGE
The campaign to have these
marches re-routed must con-
tinue to develop and rein-

As if the residents of the
Lower Orneau Road haven't
had enough to contend with
already, the area is now
being patrolled by Paras.
Almost immediately after
the Para's third battalion
was "withdrawn from hi h-.__Jl__
profile patrolling in East
Tyrone", after mach public-
ised intimidation in the
area, most notably Coalisland.
A spokesperson for the Lower
Ormeau Residents‘ Action
Group said this move was
"either a dreadful mistake
or a deliberate attempt to
intimidate the community",

l.llYAl.lST DEATH SOIIAIIS

Over the past year the area
has been increasingly target-
ed by Loyalist death squads,
the worst attack taking place
on February 5th. Gun-men
entered the Sean Graham's
betting shop and opened fire,
indiscriminately killing five
local men and injuring many
more. In the most recent
attack an elderly man was
badly injured outside a
Chinese take away by Loyal-
ists just yards from the
bookies.

ORANGE MAIIBIIES
 

Against this background of
attacks, intimidation and
HUC indifference the Lower
Ormeau Concerned Community
group has been continually
calling for the re-routing
of sectarian marches. Year
after year this community
finds itself barricaded into
its own str ts by the RUC,
_while the Orange Order and
Loyalist ‘kick the pope‘
bands indulge in sectarian
coat trailing. This years
Twelth 'celebrations' have
seen the marchers gloat as
they passed the bookies
where the five local men
were shot, chanting ‘five-
nil' and shaking clenched
fists.

force links with other
working class communities
in this position as well as
appealing to others for
support. The campaign must
also be allowed to develop
the broadest base possible,
with decisions being taken
b and power resting withY9
the COMMUNITIES involved.
A.campaign based on this
form of organisation, rely-A
ing on the method of direct
action as opposed to vain
pleaing with the powers that
be in local government, RUG,
or the Orange Order, has the
beet chance of victory!

UDR - RIR.
RIB/UDR, its all very much
the same except that RIB
won't fit into the word
'mUrDeHers'. On 30 June/
l July history repeated
itself as this sectarian
militia changed name and
miraculously became a non-
sectarian ‘peace keeping'
force. Perhaps it was in
a bid to prove this new
improved non-sectarianism
that their first victim was
a young Loyalist shot dead
by an off duty UDR/RIB man
while celebrating the llth
night bonfire. ‘More than
likely, however, his death
was the result of a drunken
row in which the RIB thug
resorted to the use of his
pistol.

Twenty-two years ago a sim-
ilar name change took place,
on 24 March 1970 2,44%
recruits joined the new UDR,
1,420 were serving or former |
members of the B-Specials

who are we ? Well 'Organise'
was originally formed by
Anarchistfiin Ballymena in '85.
Since then it has been invol-
ved in the production of this
paper which reached issue 6
before folding in '89.Since
that date its members have
been in contact with various
individuals in Ireland as well
as in contact with Anarchists
in Britain and internationally
through the UNA (International
Workers Association).Last year
Anarchists from the north of
Ireland got together to dis-
cuss the prospect of getting
a class struggle anarchist
group ofiFthe ground in the
north .We decided to re-launch
‘Organise’ as a paper reflect-
ing the opinions and politics
of those involved. Over thel
next few months we will be
holding discussions among
ourselves to get 5 formal
group organised. In the
history of Anarchism in the
north ,this is the first time
a group has been formed that
has a comitment from members
across the north .At a time
when Leninism is in crisis
Anarchism has a real chance
of being heard and accepted
in Ireland .'We would urge
anyone who is interested to
get in touch at the contact
address printed below. We
~1o0k forward to hearing from

Iilillllllliillilllllll

Comer “0vem\ra“  
2--' Burrow We-18-i

P-<5-box 5
‘DERRY. IRELAND.

This was also claimed by many" Oth r Publicationé _
to be the emerggnce of a new’ 'Wo§kers Solidarity‘ Quarterly9

force to replace the ' Irish Anarchist magazine.sectarian B-Specials. WSM ._ P.O.Box l§28,Dubl1n.
Th8 f3.Ct remains , the i3 I Direct Act ion l ,Monthly ‘

an armed force’ drawn from the British Anarcho-SyndicalistsLoyalist population which can ~ . _ _and will be used agéinet any_ Available. Just Books .Bookworm
section of the comunity that
opposes the will of the State.
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